EVERWIN MATRIC. HR. SEC. SCHOOL
03.12.19 [AN]
CRP-II – MATHS-Part –II Marks : 25
Std : III [B, D]
Time : 1 hour
I. Choose the correct answer.
(4 ½= )
1. kg = ______________
a) 250g
b) 750g
c) 1000g
d) 500g
2. The answer in multiplication is called _________
a) Sum
b) Difference
c) Product
d) None of these
3. Small hand =
a) Hour hand
b) Minute hand
c) Second hand
d) All the above
4. The product of two even numbers is always
a) Odd
b) Even
c) Factors
d) O
II. Match the following:
(4 ½= )
1. 5 times 6 is
- 5000g
2. 5kg
- 1kg
3. Unit of time
- 30
4. 500g+500g
- Second
III. Fill in the blanks.
(3
=3)
1. The horizontal axis is called the _______
2. Lighter things are measured in _______
3. _________is repeated addition.
IV. Do the following sums: (Any 4)
(4 2=8)
1. Find the product using standard algorithm 53 x 7
2. Draw the hands in the clock to show the given time. 7 : 30
3. Circle the odd one out.
i) g
kg
m
ii) 1m
2kg 5kg
4. Fill in the blanks.
a) _______x 6 = 30
b) 7 x ______= 21
5. Write 9th Table.
V. Do the following sums (Any 1)
(3 Marks)
1. Find the product using lattice multiplication 46 x 52
2. Multiply the following numbers by regrouping
376 x 3
VI. Do the following sums: (Any 1)
(4 Marks)
1. If the cost of one eraser is Rs. 6 what will be the cost of 6
erasers?
2. If there are 9 balls in a bag how many balls will be there in 9
bags?
VII. Graph.
(3 Marks)
1. Draw x axis and Y axis
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